
Midterm Review 
 

Two roads diverged in a wood 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

if <home? (place)>
    report True
if <dead-end? (place)>
    report False
else
    report < <path-home? (go-left (place))> or <path-home? (go-right (place))> >



A little town in Alabama… 

 
 
 

<simple? (mobile)>

( (GRAVITY) x (Mass (mobile)))

Anything that can be written iteratively can be written recursively and vice
versa. Iterative and Recursive present different ways of writing code but 
you can still write it either way and have the same outcome.

( ( Force (Left (mobile))) + ( Force (Right (mobile))) )



Diamonds In the Rough 
 
     In the following exercise, you will be coding the square fractal below. We have provided the        
     first four levels of the fractal. The recursive cases for each level are represented by bold  
     lines. 
 
     Level 1 is 300 pixels on each side. Each of the sides of the four smaller diamonds are the  
     length of the side of the larger square divided by the square root of 8. You may assume that         
     the sprite starts off at the top-left corner of each level, facing right and ends in the same  
     position. (Hint: The repeat block will be very useful for both the base case and the  
     recursive case) 
 

Level 1: 

 

 
Level 2: 

  
 

Level 3: 

 

 
Level 4: 

 
 

    
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 The measurements of Level 2 are as follows: 

 
base case 

recursive case 

 

if level == 1
    repeat 4
        move size steps
        turn right 90 degrees

repeat 2
    move (size / 4) steps
    turn right 45 degrees
    draw fractal (levels - 1) and (size / (sqrt of 8))
    turn left 45 degrees
    move (size / 2) steps
    turn right 45 degrees
    draw fractal (levels - 1) and (size / (sqrt of 8))
    turn left 45 degrees
    move (size / 4) steps
    turn right 90 degrees
    move size steps
    turn right 90 degrees

This draw the level 1 case.

The code inside of the repeat draws one side
of the square. We repeat 4 times in order to 
draw all four sides of the square. 

This section draws two sides of the
square and two of the previous
level.

We move (size / 4) steps in order to
get to the correct starting point for
the first recursive case. We then 
move (size / 2) to move on to the
starting point of the next recursive
case.

Then we move (size / 4) steps to the
corner, turns right 90 degrees, and
moves size steps to draw a new line.

We then repeat this code to draw the
rest of the fractal.




